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Service composition allows distributed application, such as multimedia application, to be composed

from atomic service units and to adapt dynamically to users’ requirements and environment con-

ditions in pervasive computing system. It augments the adaptation action space for the application

of pervasive computing. According to the multidimensional QoS (Quality of Service) requirement of

pervasive computing system, we proposed a comprehensive service composition method to enhance

the capability of application adaptation. First, according to a hierarchy policy model and a policy

specification language, strengthened by event calculus, service discovery policy action integrating

the situation of user, application, environment and resource can be triggered. Secondly, the pro-

posed physical space model can support the location-aware service discovery and explicit range

query to improve the efficiency of the query. To the end, an adaptation policy evaluation model

is utilized to maximize an evaluation criterion–quality of satisfaction of users and environment

by optimizing the optional service selection and the composition path. Through experiment and dis-

cussion of the algorithm, the paper further illustrates the great potential advantage of the solution

to service composition.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the last few years, with the increasing dependency on the

wired/wireless communication and the distributed application

services, the next-generation networks are envisioned to

support the dynamic provision of network service, evolved

into an indispensable service delivery infrastructure and

catered for the specific Quality of service (QoS) requirements

of users and applications. Multimedia service provision can be

dynamically created by a compositional approach using the

distributed service components, which are named application

services. Furthermore, newly emerging pervasive computing

environments such as smart space [1] provide the many multi-

modal interface services to improve the user’s experience. So

an important requirement for pervasive computing system

is the ability to adapt itself at runtime to deal with such

situations as resource variability, user requirement, environ-

ment condition, and user mobility. Therefore, three kinds of

strategies—reducing the user-perceived quality, reserving

resources to guarantee the quality of service and suggesting

an appropriate action to users—efficiently enlarge the adap-

tation space of pervasive computing systems [2]. In this

paper, an application service refers to a self-contained soft-

ware unit that provides specific application function, such as

various multimedia transcoder, image scaling, text-to-speech

services and so on. The application can be regarded as a com-

posite service formed by diverse application service in differ-

ent time or space pattern. Also, an application and an

application service are referred to as a task and a subtask,

respectively. We use two kinds of expressions by turns in

this paper. Similar to the abstract of a Task Graph in parallel

computing, most tasks and subtasks that we are concerned

about involve several specialized heterogeneous devices and

application services that communicate with each other. There-

fore, this kind of task graph formulation is more general than
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the one used in the parallel computing [3]. How to set up the

application using the application services in wired/wireless

network is an important issue which is termed service

composition. In the presence of resource (e.g. networks,

device etc.) fluctuation, user preference and mobility, how

to meet user and application requirements by handling appli-

cation services to interoperate spontaneously is termed

service adaptation. In our view, solution to the composition

and adaptation problem should be QoS-aware and Semantic-

aware, in that composition should satisfy QoS requirement

of the application based on the end-to-end QoS information,

available resources of computing environment and physical

space bound constraints [4].

This paper proposes a new policy-based approach to handle

the issues of service adaptation and service composition

decision in pervasive computing environment. The proposed

work is inspired from automated policy-based management

framework for differentiated communication systems [5].

We proposed a hierarchical policy model to facilitate the

mapping among higher level requirements of user, application

and environment in order to utilize the service discovery to

satisfy the adaptation goal. According to the network-level

constraints, environment constraints and their goals, we

trigger appropriate adaptation action for multimedia appli-

cation, provide the algorithm to assess the rationality of

service selection and perform the optimization of the adap-

tation action to be taken. The remainder of this paper is orga-

nized as follows. Section 2 introduces related work. Section 3

gives the service composition and adaptation problem defi-

nition. Section 4 discusses proposed policy hierarchy model,

policy description and policy-driven service discovery

scheme. Section 5 gives the corresponding evaluation of algori-

thm of adaptation policy and discussion about solution to

algorithm-relative service composition problem. In Section 6,

the paper ends with conclusion and future work.

2. RELATED WORK

Recently, several research works have addressed the service

composition and adaptation issue. Nancy Samaan presented

a novel framework for adaptive policy-based QoS manage-

ment in wired/wireless network [5]. New policies, the function

of different parameters such as time, location and cost are

assembled at runtime to control network behavior with the

change of the surrounding environment conditions.

The SpiderNet service composition approach provides

multi-constrained statistical QoS assurances for composed dis-

tributed multimedia services, and its service adaptation

approach uses an ordered coordination algorithm to automati-

cally generate the service adaptation plan [6]. But this method

does not take account of the user requirements.

As a QoS-aware middleware supporting quality-driven web

service compositions, Agflow proposes a service quality

model of web service, and two kinds of service selection

approach — local optimization and global planning [7].

Our early works [8] proposed a novel algorithm known as

Adaptive Multimedia Transport Model (AMTM). It

implemented an adaptive supporting platform for multimedia

delivery, which can dynamically transcode the multimedia

data to accustom them to the network variation.

In this paper, we use a similar policy-driven approach and

service composition application mode to deal with adaptation

problem, but our problem space has much more high-level

user requirement and space constraints coming from the per-

vasive computing environment.

3. PROBLEM DEFINITION

In this section, a pervasive computing system entity model is

presented and some basic concepts and features of service com-

position and adaptation factor in pervasive computing environ-

ment are explained. We formally define the composition-based

adaptation problem.

3.1. Entity relation model

As an open distributed system, pervasive computing paradigm

contains some self-configuration entity objects: Environment,

User, Task, AtomicTask and Service. We formalize the logic

relation among them to make the factors of influencing

service composition and adaptation explicit.

Ontology is generally defined as the representation of a

shared conceptualization of a particular domain. We represent

the abstract of entity relation by means of an ontology. The

entities termed class defines a group of individual that share

some attributes. The abstract of relation is denoted as property,

which defines the connection among entities. As shown in

Fig. 1, we define some property primitives as:

† Control Construct, which denotes time or space pattern

of application composed by application services. It

defines the semantic logic relation of composite service.

† InterpretedAs, which denotes application services map to

the concrete service class instances.

FIGURE 1. Pervasive computing system entity relation.
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† BelongTo, which denotes environment contains services.

The use of service class instances should meet the

environment rule and goal.

† ExistIn, which denotes user location in physical space or

social community.

† Commit, which denotes users’ requirement for Task and

AtomicTask.

3.2. Service composition graph

We describe a task using a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG)

called SCG (l).

DEFINITION 1. SCG(l) is defined as l ¼ kS, Lc, Ldl

S ¼ fsk j 1 � k � j Sjg;

Lc ¼ fclk j clk ¼ si ! sj; 1 � k � j Lcjg;

Ld ¼ flk j lk ¼ si �! sj; 1 � k � jLd jg:

This service composition graph (SCG) can be constructed

by three kinds of basic graph elements. In Fig. 2, the circle

nodes represent the overlay network node containing the

special service; clk represents path containing both control

flow and data flow; lk represents data flow path only. We

define that the control path does not shift unless the user

allows. As we know, some multimedia contents have indepen-

dent media objects, e.g. photo, audio and video flow which can

have different paths. Content adaptation service may be linked

in SCG representing distributed application. Some com-

position service models are proposed, such as directed acyclic

graph [9] and ConcurTaskTrees [10], to express the relation

among the atomic tasks.

3.3. Multidimensional QoS requirement

Traditionally, given the heterogeneity of application, user pre-

ferences, underlying operating systems, network and devices,

a layered QoS model including user, application and resource

layer is presented [11]. Most research works aim to translate

non-functional parameters of QoS at each layer to network

objectives. But, in our paradigm, it is not enough. The require-

ments of functional QoS parameters and Environmental QoSs

bring new challenges.

As shown in Fig. 3, the user layer describes user preference

and requirement such as the requisite service class SCU, per-

ceptive media type and quality PU, time delay DU etc. Ui

kSCU, PU, DU, . . .l.
The application layer describes composite service semantic

logic SL, Execute path EP, end to end delay Dg etc. Aj kSL, EP,

Dg, . . .l.
The environment layer describes physical space model

PSM, service sets SS, maximal user number NMAX, current

user number Ncur, total throughout T etc. Ek kPSM, SS,

NMAX, Ncur, T, . . .l.
The resource Layer describes NET (bandwidth BW, propa-

gation delay Dp, etc.), service quality SQ (function, location,

execution duration, successful execution rate, adaptability,

availability, bandwidth requirement etc.), device resource

DR (presentation quality Pd, CPU, battery power etc.) etc.

RkNET, SQ, DR, . . .l.
As mentioned above, every layer of QoS has some

semantic-related functional description and non-functional

parameters. According to this multi-dimensional model,

context-aware service composition adaptation problem in per-

vasive computing environment can be expressed as:

Adaptation Problem:
For application Ai, Adaptation (Ai) iff

Compatiblewith (Ai, U, E, R) &

Satisfiedwith (U, E) & Consistency (Ai, Ai
.SL).

DEFINITION 2. Compatiblewith (Ai, U, E, R)

It includes requirement compatibility and policy compati-

bility. Requirement compatibility claims that the user require-

ment for service should satisfy the capability of resources

available. We define that requirement compatibility is valid

FIGURE 2. Basic service graph element. FIGURE 3. Multidimensional QoS model.
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if and only if:

Ui:PU W Ri:DR:Pd;Ui:SCU W Ri:SQ

and given adaptation policy set of user, application, environ-

ment and resource

GU ¼ fPUr1; . . . ;PUrmg;GA ¼ fPAr1; . . . ;PArng;

GE ¼ fPEr1; . . . ;PErlg;GR ¼ fPRr1; . . . ;PRrdg;

then the policy compatibility, as a kind of meta-policy,

expresses priority of several policy set in order to avoid

policy conflict. It is defined as:

8i; 1 � i � n PAri [ GA is valid iff 9PUr;PEr;

PRr;PUr W PRr W PEr:

DEFINITION 3. Satisfiedwith (U, E) U , E

8Ai [ Uj; Uj: Location # E; Uj , E iff

Uj:SCU # E:SS &

E:PSMðUj;Uj:SCU:LocationÞ � w

w is a range value of location distance defined by user.

This definition represents the relation between user require-

ment and environmental characteristics. It emphasizes the

service selection must satisfy the location range and service

availability of physical environment.

DEFINITION 4. Given two service components,

8SCa; SCb [ Ai;Consistency ðAi;Ai:SLÞ:

Ai ) Ai:SL iff

† Data-type consistency

Ai:SCa:DataType ðoutputÞ #

Ai:SCb:DataType ðinputÞ

† QoS requirement consistency

Ai:SCa:QoS ðoutputÞ W Ai:SCb:QoS ðinputÞ

† Semantic concept consistency

Given concept class of service s is expressed as concep-

tof(s) that represents the abstract ideas and action, substi-

tute service component SCs of service SCb satisfies

conceptof ðSCsÞ W conceptof ðAi:SCbÞ

The three consistency claims show the indispensable

relation between services for composition. In the

process of service composition, the input and output

character of two services should match each other. As

an adaptation mechanism, service substitution must

answer for application semantic, i.e. expressing same

semantic content by different modalities.

4. POLICY HIERARCHY MODEL

Our work follows the same concept of adaptation [12], the use

of policies at different layers allows user, application and

environment to dynamically specify their requirements in

terms of high level goals. We use the policies to trigger the

service adaptation and adjust the service composition

process for better performance. We adopt a hierarchy model

to capture user and environment requirement more efficiently,

weigh the resource constraints and optimize the action of

service composition and adaptation. This is shown in Fig. 4.

Based on the multidimensional QoS model mentioned

before, we construct the policy hierarchy model. Earlier

works that addressed the issue of policy adaptation can be

classified as three categories. The first category of schemes

dynamically change different parameters of a QoS policy to

specify new attributes values. The second category performs

adaptation by enabling/disabling a policy from a set of prede-

fined QoS policies [13]. The last category tackles this issue via

posing it as a problem of learning process to assemble new

policies at runtime. The most important challenge of assem-

bling policies of every layer in service composition and adap-

tation problem lies in choosing the appropriate policy actions

by assessing the effect of actions. Two issues should be taken

into account. The first issue is local optimization for service

selection by considering the user and environment require-

ment. The second issue is global optimization for guaranteeing

the end-to-end QoS. As a result, we define policy-driven adap-

tation process as two parts. The first one is confirming the

policy validity which complies with the current context infor-

mation. The second one is selecting the optimal policy par-

ameters and action according to the multi-level entity

requirement.

FIGURE 4. Hierarchical policy model.
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4.1. Policy description

Highly dynamic characteristic of pervasive computing

environment makes the interaction among the entity more

complex and hard to control. Policies are utilized to guide

the behavior of entities in security, management and even

network domain. Every entity can define the respective

policy. We believe that the policy-driven method can be a flexi-

ble approach to deal with the interoperation of entities. In

order to enable entities in pervasive computing systems to

understand and interpret their behavior correctly, policies

are described with a semantic-rich language that allows enti-

ties to have a common understanding of policies, roles and

other attributes. Towards the end, many policy languages are

proposed, such as Ponder [14], WSPL [15] and Rei [16].

Some kinds of normative notion should be supported by the

policy language and strategy [16]. The deontic logic notion

represents the logical relationships among propositions that

assert certain actions or states of affairs. Three basic deontic

logic notions that we focus on are:

† Right. The permission is defined for the entity to execute

a specified action in the particular context. A user playing

a specific role can use specified service in the pervasive

computing environment.

† Obligation. The entity must assume responsibility that

action should be performed when specified conditions

are satisfied.

† Prohibition. The negative authorizations that the actions

cannot be performed by an entity.

The speech act is an act that a speaker performs when

making an utterance. In the distributed computing environ-

ment, it is a communicative policy description. We also use

some speech act to enforce the decentralized control

between the entities:

† Delegation. An entity can give a right to another entity.

The delegated entity can perform the specified action

according to local constraint conditions. For example,

service entity can delegate the service discovery or

service composition action to other service entity for dis-

tributed session control.

† Request. An entity can claim the right from other entity.

This is the inverse act of delegation.

† Cancel. This is the nullifying act for cancel the request

for right or delegation.

Due to a number of possible changes of the context can

influence distributed application execution. we use policy to

express the behavior of entities in the pervasive computing

environment based on the respective rule. So context

changes can be dealt with in static or dynamic conditions.

For the sake of the distributed control, it is necessary for

policy to introduce event operation. Just like a simple but

expressive language, PDL can be described as a real-time

specialized production rule system to define policies by

using the event-condition-action rule paradigm of active data-

base [17]. PDL consists of three basic classes of symbols:

primitive event symbols, action symbols and function

symbols. Policies are described by a collection of propositions

of two types: policy rule propositions and policy defined event

propositions that are expressed as follows:

Events cause Action if Condition

Events trigger PDE if Condition

We believe that the event is a kind of time-point information,

but it cannot express the time-varying properties. The high-

level context information is primarily such time-varying pro-

perties, and their expression can make adaptation mechanism

more accurate and efficient. We define the events that charac-

terize time-varying properties as situation information, and in

the pervasive computing environment, the situation infor-

mation has important meanings for the adaptation operation.

So we introduce the event calculus to enhance the capability

of policy rule expression. The event calculus was originally

introduced by Bob Kowalski and Marek Sergot as a logic pro-

gramming framework for representing and reasoning about

actions and their effects [18]. Its ontology consists of (i) a

set of time points, (ii) a set of time-varying properties called

fluents, and (iii) a set of event types or actions. The logic

includes four base predicates, two auxiliary predicates and

four domain-independent component predicates. This is for-

malised as below:

Base predicates:

Happen (a, t) : event a (or action) occurs at time point t.

Initiates (a, f, t) : if event a were to occur at t, it would cause

fluent f to be true.

Terminates (a, f, t) : if event a were to occur at t, it would

cause fluent f to be false.

HoldsAt (f, t) : fluent f is true at t

Auxiliary predicates:

Clipped ðt1; f ; t2Þ : 9a; t½Happens ða; tÞ ^ t1 � t , t2

^Terminates ða; f ; tÞ�

Declipped ðt1; f ; t2Þ : 9a; t½Happens ða; tÞ ^ t1 � t , t2

^Initiates ða; f ; tÞ�

Domain-independent component predicates:

HoldsAt ð f; t2Þ : ½Happens ða; t1Þ ^ Initiates ða; f; t1Þ

^t1 , t2 ^ :Clipped ðt1; f; t2Þ�

:HoldsAt ð f; t2Þ : ½Happens ða; t1Þ ^ Terminates ða; f; t1Þ

^t1 , t2 ^ :Declipped ðt1; f; t2Þ�

HoldsAt ð f; t2Þ : ½HoldsAt ð f; ; t1Þ ^ t1 , t2

^:Clipped ðt1; f; t2Þ�

:HoldsAt ð f; t2Þ : ½HoldsAt ð f; t1Þ ^ t1 , t2
^:Declipped ðt1; f; t2Þ�
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We use the fluents and the above predicates to describe the

fact that illustrate what is the effects of particular events trig-

gered by the changes of the user location, application situation

and resource status.

4.2. Service discovery policy scheme

In order to build a large scale distributed pervasive computing

application, every entity should be self-descriptive and can

define the policy acting on own one or the other entities.

The context-aware service composition is a policy-driven

composition process, where multiple services are connected

via functional and data dependencies. In our scheme, service

discovery is thought as a policy to enhance the system adap-

tation capability. When an application entity finds the conflict

or conflict occurs between the entities, an appropriate entity is

responsible for performing the specific policy. Some works

focus on the access control policy [19], and we assume the

service access is valid for all free service.

According to the proposed policy model and description

method, we put forward a service discovery scheme by

means of ontology. As shown in Fig. 5, the entity policy has

the service discovery class that has five properties: delegate,

location, user, trigger condition and discover. These proper-

ties are used to resolve the execution condition and action of

service adaptation. Here, we describe the part of property set

composing of the entity ontology. The role of a user deter-

mines the right of a specific user group, such as access

control right or priority.

4.3. An example of scenario

To illustrate the usage of policy, consider a scenario of a

mobile user running a multimedia streaming application on

the PDA device. As Fig. 2(a) shown, s1 is a media source,

and s2 is transcoder service node which can dynamically

alter the frame rate, frame size, while s3 is mobile device.

When mobile users enter the smart space, they want to use

the device service in this room as media presentation device.

If he leaves the room, the media streaming can be redirected

to the mobile device. In addition, when battery power is low

or the wireless bandwidth is low, media application can

adapt to find the appropriate device service to improve the

media characters such as larger frame size or higher fidelity.

We give the policies of user, application, environment and

resource of the scenario in Table 1.

The user requires that the proper display service should be

provided when battle level is below 30% or when he wants

to see the video in best video quality. The streaming appli-

cation supports the maximum frame size and frame rate

when the network bandwidth is above 400 k BPS. The

environment adopts the First Come First Served policy in

cases when users have equal rights. The network policy

emphasizes that application based on the TCP link should be

guaranteed when wireless bandwidth is below 100 k BPS,

which can determine the priority of the application adaptation

action when multiple applications exist. The proper action can

be achieved under the condition of satisfying the policy con-

sistency and QoS constraints.

4.4. Proposed policy description

Our aim is to utilize multi-layer policy combination to realize

spontaneous interoperation and application adaptation.

FIGURE 5. Service discovery policy scheme.

TABLE 1. A example of hierarchy policy description.

Layer Conditions Actions

User policies Battle level below 30% best

video quality, bandwidth is

low

Discovery device

service

Application

policies

bandwidth ,100 k,

400 k . bandwidth . 100 k,

bandwidth . 400 k

Minimum/

Quantified/

Maximum

frame size,

frame rate

Environment

policies

Equal right FCFS (first come

first served)

Provide best-fit

service

Resource

policies

wireless bandwidth ,100 k TCP application

preference
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According to the scenario mentioned before, the policy can be

defined as follows:

Events:

call_made if system call is performed

battery_low if battle level of mobile device , 30%

in_room if user enter the room in the building

out_room if user walk out of the room

bandwidth_norm if bandwidth . 400 k

bandwidth_low if bandwidth , 100 k

wireless_bandwidth_low if wireless bandwidth , 100 k

presentation_low if presentation quality need to be

improved

adaptation_accept if adaptation action is valid

composition_calls if composition action is performed

Fluents:

Battery_low_modef

HoldsAt(Battery_low_mode, T0);

:HoldsAt(Battery_low_mode, T0);

Initiates(battery_low, Battery_low_mode);

Terminate(Battery_low_mode);

g

Environment_room_modef

HoldsAt(Environment_room_mode, T0);

:HoldsAt(Environment_room_mode, T0);

Initiates(in_room, Environment_room_mode);

Terminate(out_room, Environment_room_mode)

g

Environment_floor_modef

HoldsAt(Environment_floor_mode, T0);

:HoldsAt(Environment_floor_mode, T0);

Initiates(out_room, Environment_floor_mode);

Terminate(in_room, Environment_floor_mode);

g

Basic_modef

HoldsAt(Basic_mode, T0);

:HoldsAt(Basic_mode, T0);

Initiates(composition_calls, Transfer_mode)

Terminate(out_room, Transfer_mode);

g

Transfer_modef

HoldsAt(Transfer_mode, T0);

:HoldsAt(Transfer_mode, T0);

Initiates(composition_calls, Transfer_mode)

Terminate(out_room, Transfer_mode);

g

Bandwidth_low_modef

HoldsAt(bandwidth_low, T0);

:HoldsAt(bandwidth_low, T0);

Initiates(bandwidth_low, Bandwidth_low_mode);

Terminate(bandwidth_norm, Bandwidth_low_mode);

g

Service_requirement_modef

HoldsAt(Service_requirement_mode) : [

Happens(do_discovery, t1)^

Initiates(do_discovery, Service_requirement_mode, t1)

^t1 , t2^:Clipped(t1, Service_requirement_mode, t2)

];

:HoldsAt(Service_requirement_mode) : [

Happens(do_discovery, t1)^

Terminates(do_composition,

Service_requirement_mode, t1)^

:Declipped(t1, Service_requirement_mode, t2)^

t1 , t2];

g

Actions:

do_discovery

do_delegate

do_adaptation_assess

do_composition

do_end_composition

do_app_adaptation

do_adaptation_notify

Adaptation policy algorithm description:

(1) ˆ(battery_low j bandwidth_low j resentation_low) cause

do_discovery if Basic_mode & (:Clipped(battery_low_

mode) j :Clipped(bandwidth_low_mode)) & (:Clipped

(Service_requirement_mode);

(2) call_made triggers service_available if (E.SS , .

null) & (E.Ncur , E.NMAX) & (R.DR.Pd . ¼Ui.PU)

& (E.SS.SQj . ¼Ui.SCU);

(3) service_available cause do_adaptation_assess;

(4) adaption_accept cause do_adaptation_notify;

(5) in_roomcause do_composition if:Clipped(environment_

room_mode);

(6) out_room cause do_end_composition;

(7) ˆ(bandwidth_low j battery_low) cause do_app_adapta-

tion if emenvironment_floor_mode;

The first policy defines the events and the conditions what

can cause the service discovery action. The complex event

triggering action occurs in an event set in which there are a

sequence of instances of the event battery_low, bandwidth_

low or presentation_low, and conditions satisfying three

special fluents predicates. The second policy defines the

selecting condition of the requisite service. The third policy

defines the adaptation assess action to plan the service compo-

sition. The fourth and the seventh policies define propositions

which drive action notification and only application adaptation

strategy, respectively. When service composition action is

valid, the notification of the action and the location of speci-

fied service should be sent to users. The only application adap-

tation action do_app_adaptation represents the action that

reduces the media quality to satisfy end device requirement

with out considering the enhancement of user experiences.

The fifth and the sixth policy define control proposition of

the composition action.
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5. OPTIMIZATION ALGORITHM OF
ADAPTATION POLICY

After Policy-driven service discovery adaptation action is

triggered, how to select optimal service and adjust application

action parameters to maximize the resource usage is the role of

this section. This section describes the adaptation algorithm

for adaptation service selection assessment. A new evaluation

criterion is proposed.

5.1. Service selection requirement

Service selection is the core problem of the service discovery.

We propose the policy description of service adaptation to

make the service selection semantic-aware and QoS-aware.

Semantic-aware means the composition service can be

changed in terms of the composite service semantic logic SLi

of the specific application. The new semantic logic SLext can

satisfy the semantic consistency restriction: SLext ) SLi. We

define the abstract ideas and actions as concepts and use differ-

ent service composition plans to represent the concept of seman-

tic fact. For example, the text presentation and the sound

presentation of the corresponding text represent the same seman-

tic concept. QoS-aware means that not only the input, output

QoS parameters consistency between the elementary services,

but the end-to-end QoS attributes, such as delay, jitter of appli-

cation and environment requirement of QoS.

5.2. Adaptation optimization model

Considering the user and environment requirements, evalu-

ation function is proposed as follows:

a
XNuser

i�user¼1

vi�userQi�user þ bQenv: ð1Þ

We introduce two quality functions of satisfaction: Qenv

defines the quality of satisfaction of the specific environment

in which the quality of satisfaction of ith user is denoted as

Qi2user. Where wi2user is the weight value of ith user relative

to the specific environment, for example, in our smart class-

room, the weight value of a teacher is higher than a student.

a and b are coefficients that define the relative significance

of Qenv and Qi2user, and satisfy conditions: a þ b ¼ 1. We

regard them as a function of current user number Ncur of the

environment. In other words, the adaptation aim is to maxi-

mize the associated quality of satisfaction of users and

environments.

Next, the calculation of two kinds of quality of satisfaction

can be defined as Equation (2) and Equation (3).

Qi�user ¼ lDPquality þ DDi�user � DLi�user; ð2Þ

Qenv ¼ DT þ C þ Rservice; ð3Þ

where l ¼ 1/PE2quality 2 PR2quality is a compensatary factor

to guarantee most fit matching service selection for maximiz-

ing resource-using efficiency of the environment. In Equation

(2) and Equation (3), we simply use the plus and minus to

express the relation between the satisfaction degree and

every sub-function only for formal requirement. Every sub-

function can be regulated by the personal or environmental

preference weight value. The weight-based normalization of

the composite function is necessary to balance the influence

of the several sub-functions. Other sub-functions are defined

as follows:

DPquality ¼ PE2quality/PR2quality denotes the quality of satis-

faction of the optional service which equals the ratio of current

optional service quality and anticipant service quality. In my

scenario, DPquality is defined as the ratio of the screen size of

two devices. Similar to the content value idea of Mohan and

Smith [20], we define the Service quality value Pquality as

follows:

Pquality ¼
Xn

i¼1

DRki or SQki of optional service or device

DRki or SQki of user requirements
;

where i defines the ith quality of service attribute or device, n

denotes the number of attributes.

DDi2user ¼ DR2i2user 2 DE2i2user denotes quality of

improvement of delay time which equals to the difference

between the user anticipation and estimating delay time

which include the globe delay time change and local delay

time change if service adaptation plan was executed. With

respect to the calculation of delay in service composition

and adaptation problem, it includes the service execute time,

transmission time and composition time.

DLi2user ¼ f (t) denotes the difficulty degree of reaching the

optional end service. According to physical space model PSM,

the degree of difficulty can be transformed to function of time.

We can adopt idea of the physical space location model pro-

posed by Changhao Jiang [21] and get the parameter value

according to the space tree structure of the physical environ-

ment and user mobility mode. This function realization will

be further discussed.

Now

DT ¼
XNuser

i�user

Tcandidate �
XNuser

i�user

Tcurrent

defines the change of total throughput. This function is for

maximizing the wired/wireless network resource usage. This

value can be determined by means of forecasting in terms of

the application policy.
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C denotes the capability of specific environment that is

especially important for the physical environment, such as

the number of users.

Rservice denotes the rate of the service employment. In other

words, it is defined as the ratio of employed service number to

the number of services in the specific environments.

As mentioned before, we define the trigger condition of the

service selection as DQsatisfaction . 0 which means the choice

service can better improve the application and user experi-

ence. So the service selection is network optimization

problem with limited conditions, which are user preference,

application requirement and so on. Meanwhile, in the specific

physical environment, the optional service is not exclusive

but a service sets, so we propose the adaptation aim is

Max fDQ0, DQ1, DQ2, . . .g. This target that provides the

most suitable, not the best, service selection is the result of bal-

ancing the environment and user requirements. On the other

hand, this optimization process can figure out a priority

service sequences as the candidate services, which support

the service and user mobility.

5.3. Adaptation evaluation model detail discussion

Based on the adaptation evaluation model, the discussion of

some important problems will be described in this section.

The location model for physical space is proposed to support

the location-aware service discovery and the service compo-

sition algorithm is given in detail. In the end, the performance

analysis is elaborated.

5.3.1. The physical space model

The DLi2user ¼ f (t) expression and its computation is based on

the hybrid location model. In this section, we will describe the

hybrid location model in more detail and elaborate on how it

can be used to express the semantic relation and compute

the distance meant the difficulty degree of reaching the

optional end service.

The appropriate physical space model is an important issue

for the space service discovery and more broadly for context-

aware application. Currently, the prevailing location models

fall into two groups: the hierarchical symbol location model

and the coordinate model. The hierarchical symbol model

decomposes the physical environment in different levels of

precision according to the coverage relation. The coordinate

location model virtually grids the physical environment with

a superimposed reference coordinate system which can be rep-

resented by a tuple of numbers. We adopt the hierarchical

location model that is good for its implicit representation of

spatial relationships, such as containment, closeness and sup-

porting power of location query.

But most hierarchical location model cannot represent the

connectivity relation, and cannot accurately explain the dis-

tance between two physical spaces. In our solution, we make

use of the tree structure similar to Bþ tree to model the

physical space. The Bþ tree is a version of B-tree(Balanced

tree) that maintains a hierarchy of index and sequential

linking of the data. This data structure can provide fast

direct access and fast sequential access [22].

Fig. 6 illustrates part of the physical space model for FIT

building of Tsinghua University. It is up to the architecture

configuration of the building and social subjection relation.

The tree style data structure for physical space model can effi-

ciently handle queries of spatial relationship and semantic dis-

tance between different locations. In this figure, the

parent-child link denoted by dash-dotted line means the

super/sub space relation between spaces. The dash-dotted

line with arrowhead represents not only the parent-child

relation but the connectivity relation between the parent

node and the child node. The same level link denoted by

real line means the space connection relation.

The difference between our tree structure and traditional tree

structure lies in the search method. The proposed tree structure

defines the search from parent to child that it should be along

the dash-dotted line link with arrow head, which guarantees

the search process to be in accord with walk mode of people

in physical space. At the same time, we define the different

weight value for different links which lends itself to the compu-

tation of space semantic distance.

Search semantic relation. Our proposed physical space

model embodies three searching semantic relations: coverage

relation, adjacency relation and connection relation.

† Coverage relation: The parent-child link represents the

semantic coverage relation about space location.

† Connection relation: The connection relation represents

the space reachable based on the social administration

FIGURE 6. The physical space model.
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domain and physical space. It includes the parent-child

link represented by dash-dotted line with arrow head

and same level link. The line (1) shows the connection

relation between the same level nodes.

† Adjacency relation: The proposed tree data structure

defines the adjacency relation between the child node

and the sibling of parent based on the respective connec-

tion relation. The lines (2) and (3) show the searching

based on the adjacency relation.

Semantic space distance. The proposed physical space

model provide the efficient measure to compute the semantic

space distance. Our service selection strategy can quantitat-

ively get the cost of finding the appropriate service. As

shown in Fig. 6, we define the different weight value accord-

ing to the connectivity of physical space and ignore the weigh

value of parent-child link. We propose that the semantic space

distance between room r1 and r2 be a function of the three

kinds of weigh value as follows:

Dðr1; r2Þ ¼ f ðwr;wsd;w fdÞ;

where wr is the walk cost between rooms in the same section,

wsd is the walk cost between sections in the same floor and wfd

is the walk cost between floors in the same building.

In addition, we introduce the two weigh value ws and wf in

section and floor level to reflect space characters of the child

node. The two weigh value can be regarded as the sum of

weigh value in child level between the dash-dotted lines

with arrow head. This two weigh values satisfy: 0 �ws,

wf �1. So the Semantic space distance equals to the

minimum of the weigh value sum of searching path from

room r1 to r2.

5.3.2. Location-based service discovery

As known to all, the primary goal of application for pervasive

computing environments is to perform the user task given by

user by exploiting the resources or services that are present

in the neighborhood. The locality of service should satisfy

the requirement that the reaching time between the service

requesting entity and the service in composition should be as

short as possible. Users prefer using the service or device

within close proximities. We can add the location lag on the

attribute of service or device to solve this problem.

In the process of service discovery, service request takes

effect within specific physical zone with respect to the connec-

tivity of physical environment and user location. User location

can be attained from our location system; Cicada [23]. Our

location-aware service discovery method add location-based

weight value index on the top of service class discovery

method similar GSD protocol [24]. The intelligent-forward

service discovery strategy can effectively reduce the discovery

space.

Service description. In order to enhance the service intero-

perability, it is necessary to utilize the semantic service

description to design service discovery method. Many seman-

tic service descriptions use the OWL to define the service and

resource ontology. Based on the attribute-value abstract of

service ontology, we classify the service attribute as four

sorts including service function class (SF), service location

information (SL), service interface (SI), service parameter

(SP). Our aim is to realize the multi-index service discovery

method to provide intelligent discovery effect. In this paper,

we only consider the service function class and service

location information. As Fig. 7 shows, service function class

represents the classification of semantic concept such as

Screen and transcoder is service function class name.

Service advertisement. We consider application mode of

pervasive computing as a peer-to-peer abstract and proposed

content-based location solution for service discovery

problem. Service advertisement will be controlled in limited

hop numbers to keep the advertisement overhead low. Each

service provider periodically advertises its service information

and its neighborhood service function class with location

weight value.

Service information summary. According to the advertise-

ment information, each node constructs the local index to

make service discovery more efficient. Here, we only empha-

size the location-aware service index. Utilizing the physical

space model, we can get weight value between two location

points. A local node can organize the information as the

service index item kSFi, Location, wlil in which SFi is service

function class of non-local node, Location is location infor-

mation of SF node, and wli is space semantic distance

between local node and SF node. Owing to the location

expression contain ordered relation, non-directly-neighborhood

service index can be constructed by combination mode.

FIGURE 7. Hierarchical service attribute description.
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Combination mode. 8S1, S2, S3, S1 is local service, S2 is

direct neighborhood of S1, S1 know S3 via S2, so

S1 : kS2; Location;wl2l; S2 : kS3; Location;wl3l

if ððS1:Location W S2:Location

&S2:Location W S3:LocationÞor

&ðS1:Location X S2:Location

&S2:Location X S3:LocationÞÞ

S1 : kS3; Location;wl2 þ wl3l
elseS1 : kS3; Location; wl2 � wl3j jl

The W and the X represent the same-directional relation in

the same traversing path of PSM. For example from Fig. 6:

FIT=Floor:3=Sect:4=503 W FIT=Floor:3=Sect:4=509

FIT=Floor:3=Sect:1=509 W FIT=Floor:3=Sect:4=503

5.3.3. Algorithm description

According to the foundation of algorithm theory supporting

adaptation evaluation model, we will give the detail of adap-

tation algorithm in this section.

The physical space model makes the terminal service selec-

tion location-aware. On obtaining terminal service set, the

establishment of session path between the source and terminal

node should satisfy the function requirement and QoS

constraints.

When adaptation action is triggered, the user delegates the

terminal service discovery requirement to local service node

for location-aware service discovery. The location-aware

service discovery algorithm is shown as Fig. 8.

On obtaining the valid terminal service set, we use adap-

tation composition algorithm to select optimal composition

path for QoS-aware and semantic-aware. Fig. 9 shows the

pseudo code of this algorithm.

The adaptation composition algorithm utilizes the service

quality characters of terminal service node to select the

middle service set for adaptation regulation. We assume that

the previous session path is optimal, so based on the previous

optimal path, the establishment of adaptation composition

path is reasonable. The SCG is extended to tree-typed graph

through the trim of edge among service nodes. The source

node is root, terminal node is leaf node.

The trim of graph is to guarantee the validity of QoS par-

ameters, such as bandwidth kBW , service quality, which

satisfy application session requirement. So the optimal path

problem is transformed to multi-constraints optimal path

problem of tree-type graph. We take account of the edge avail-

ability E(vl, vm). A and delay E(vl, vm). D of sub-path in SCG.

By introducing the ranking value of sub-path vm.r to calculate

the optimal path from leaf node to source node, the algorithm

returns the ranking list for composition path in increment

order. The optimal path with minimal ranking value is

selected, others is ready for session switch due to user mobility

or new requirement.

5.3.4. Performance analysis

Our proposed location-aware service discovery method

support two kinds of query: accurate location query and

range query such as the closest display device. Service discov-

ery request utilizes the local service index to semantically

forward to nodes which most possibly have an answer.

A successful location-aware service discovery involves dis-

covering available services and finally selecting a service

proximate to user location of both network and physical

space. We simulated the peer-to-peer location-aware service

discovery algorithm using the popular network simulator

ns-2. We define the basic location distance as 1. Every node

has some neighbor nodes with long location distance in the

random proportion.

We consider node topology distribution in the plane with

1000*1000 units. The initial location information is set up

as follows: we group every 200*200 units to the same group

with same location information, and location connectivity is

shown as Fig. 10.

We evaluate the performance of the location-aware service

discovery method by the metrics of the preciseness rate and

the message load of discovery.

The preciseness rate. Most discovered services without con-

sidering the physical space location only have proximate

network location such as network domain or hop number

limit. But the service with most close network distance

FIGURE 8. Location-aware service discovery algorithm.
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maybe is not most available service in view of physical space

constraint. Our method fully considers the physical distance

between user and requisite services, and efficiently enhances

the consistency between user requirement and discovery

result. Let Nhop ¼ the number of visited nodes satisfying

location bound w through hop-based service discovery. Let

Nlocation ¼ the number of visited nodes satisfying location

bound w through location-aware service discovery. We intro-

duce the metric h to express the comparison of the discovery

preciseness rate. The metric h is computed as follows:

h ¼
Nlocation

Nhop

Based on the idea of GSD protocol [23], our method takes

account of location preference, which keeps the GSD discov-

ery efficiency and furthermore reduces the discovery message

load by introducing the location-aware forward. With equal

average advertisement frequency, GSD protocol forward the

discovery request to nodes with relative service class infor-

mation, but we select k nodes with minimal location weight

value which is subsets of GSD forward node. Fig. 11 shows

the location-aware service discovery method has higher pre-

cision rate for location-related service discovery, correspond-

ingly it has lower message load.

Composition time. As Fig. 12 shown, our adaptation compo-

sition algorithm is two stage process, one is edge trim from

node Vs to node Vl, another is ranking of path from Vl to Vs.

Let ei ¼ the number of edge from every node Vm [i] to Vl in

extended SCG. Let nm ¼ the number of node Vm in extended

SCG. So, the algorithm has a runtime of O (
P

i¼1
nm ei þ nm).

In pervasive computing environment, user and service mobi-

lity is an important aspect. This aspect can change the com-

posed solution and trigger new the adaptation requirement.

We can utilize service discovery to find k nearest neighbor ser-

vices first. The composition algorithm of adaptation can get an

available service path with ordered priority about quality of

satisfaction. When user or service mobility occurs, it is poss-

ible to ensure the appropriate service can be attained with

minimal re-composition time from the result of adaptation

evaluation last time.

FIGURE 10. Location connectivity in simulation.

FIGURE 9. Adaptation composition algorithm.

FIGURE 11. Comparison of precision rate.
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6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we present a policy-driven service discovery

scheme for adaptation of service composition application

especially multimedia application in pervasive computing

environments. The adaptation approach uses the policy to

get high-level goal and management strategy of the relative

entity, and forms adaptation action. The proposed evaluation

algorithm efficiently carries out optimization of the service

selection supporting location-aware. Our discussion demon-

strates that the method improves the service selection precise-

ness rate as well as network load and reduced the process time

of re-composition resulting form user or service mobility.

We will further study multi-policy automatic combination

and reasoning problems, design the multi-index-based

service discovery method in detail, and implement our proto-

type system.
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